Improved scanning range for coherent anti-stokes Raman spectroscopy using a tunable optical parametric oscillator.
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) is a well-known form of nonlinear spectroscopy that has been used for a wide range of specialized quantitative applications. From an analytical chemist's point of view, however, conventional CARS is impractical as a tool for qualitative and quantitative analyses because the scan range is too short to produce complete vibrational spectra. This paper introduces a new technique, synchronously scanned optical parametric oscillator (OPO) CARS, that improves the potential for using nonlinear spectroscopy as an analytical technique in both gas- and condensed-phase samples. First, it uses a broadly tunable OPO to increase the scan range. Second, phase matching problems that limit scans in condensed-phase CARS are reduced by using both the signal and the idler beams in a synchronous scanning manner. Finally, this synchronous scanning method generates an output signal that remains fixed at a single wavelength (single-wavelength detection). Advantages of single-wavelength detection include reduction of stray light, simplicity, and elimination of the need for wavelength calibration of the detection optics. Results are presented on neat and mixed samples in gas and condensed phases.